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1. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a new revolution that uses Internet services to connect to the entire world anywhere, 

anytime without restricting geographic location. It provides a platform for interconnecting things, self-organizing, 

identifying themselves using radio frequency identification (RFID), ZigBee network, wireless network, etc. for 

effective communication. The unique characteristics of this technology provide the dynamic nature, connectivity, 

large size, heterogeneity, sensed energy, etc., which have the ability to promote various innovative applications and 

services such as smart supply chain, smart city, industrial internet, cars and smart connected health networks, smart 

home, agriculture Smart, smart retail, etc., which are more suitable for today's needs. Internet of Things provides a 

three-tiered architecture - perception, network, and layer application.  

In the perception layer, Internet of Things is deployed with different types of sensors - RFID, temperature sensor, 

proximity sensor, etc. Each sensor is an information source that captures the contents. The second is the network 

layer, which is the core of the Internet of Things that integrates various wireless and wired networks for accurate 

transmission of information that is collected regularly from the sensor nodes. Another layer is the application layer 

that collects, processes and analyzes the necessary data. However, the structure of the Internet of Things provides a 

complex environment that contains many difficult problems like connectivity, energy, energy and security, which 

need to be solved. The success of IoT depends on a security issue that protects personal user data from real-time 

threats. However, the different security mechanism already used in the traditional network is no longer sufficient to 

protect the next generation of Internet of Things. This paper reviews several security attacks and countermeasures 

at the three levels of the Internet of Things. 

2. RELATED WORK 

In  this  section,  we  presents  related  work  on  various attacks  and  their  countermeasures  in  the  Internet  of 

Things, proposed by various researchers. In [1],[2],[3] Manish Gupta  et.al  developed  an  ontological  framework  

to differentiate  the  existing  countermeasures  under  three categories  namely  prevent,  detect  and  respond.  They 
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also   proposed   a   different   classification   method   for DDoS   prevention   depending   upon   the   location   of 

components placed. 

Swathigavaishnavi  et.al  in  [4],[5],[6]  has  proposed  a two-phase   malicious   code   detection   mechanism,   in 

which phase 1 detects the malicious code that exhibits obfuscated  behavior  by  performing  static  analysis  on the  

instruction  sequence.  In  phase  2,  the  opcode  is extracted   from   the   dataset    and   is   used   in   the 

construction  of  a  classification  model.  Finally,  it  is compared  with  the  results  of  phase  1  to  decide  if  it’s 

malicious or not. 

Mauro Conti et.al reviewed various literatures the Middle Attack and grouped the existing prevention mechanisms 

into various categories in [7],[8]. They also suggested few direction for research in future.In [9], a new protocol 

namely, Secure Data Exchange Protocol(SDEP) is proposed by Yaping which takes advantage of both sequence 

encryption algorithm and Hash algorithm and helps in maintaining user privacy and preventing leakage of 

information. Focused on reviewing existing counter measures against sinkhole attack. George W. Ki[10],[11],[12] 

classified the existing solutions based on their advantages and limitations. The IoT architecture represented in the 

figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Architecture of IoT 

3. NETWORK LAYER 

The network layer is the second layer of IoT that communicates with existing networks to transfer the data that has 

received from the perception layer. The entire process of this layer can be carried communication networks such as 

Ad hoc, GPRS, WiFi, or Mobile Internet. To achieve effective communication between the constrained devices, 

there is a need of efficient routing protocol. Some of these protocols in this layer are listed below[13],[14],[15]. 

Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Loss Networks (RPL)-RPL refers to Routing Protocol for Low-Power 

and Loss Networks, which is a distance vector protocol that supports different varieties of data link protocols. This 
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protocol builds a Destination oriented directed acyclic graph that has only one route between every leaf node and 

root. In order to build the DODAG, each leaf node individually sends a (DODAG Information Object) DIO which 

advertises itself as root. This advertised message is transmitted back to the network. While communicating, a node 

sends Destination advertisement object (DAO) to their own parents and it will be propagated directly to the root.  

Later, the root will decide where to send it depending upon the destination. Suppose, when fresh node wants to join 

the network then it will send a DIS (DODAG Information solicitation) request to join the network and the root 

replies with a DAO-ACK (DAO Acknowledgment) by approving the request. The RPL nodes can be either 

stateless (or) state full. In this stateless, node keeps track of their own parents and the only root has the entire 

(Destination-oriented directed acyclic graph) DODAG knowledge.so that all the communications go through the 

root. While, in state full, node keeps track of their own children as well as parents also, because it is a sub-tree 

communication of the DODAG that does not have to refer the root.  

Cognitive Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Loss Networks(CORPL)-The extension of RPL is CORPL 

named as Cognitive RPL that is designed for cognitive networks and uses (Destination-oriented directed acyclic 

graph) DODAG topology with two new changes to RPL. This utilizes the opportunistic forwarding while 

forwarding all the packets with multiple forwarders and chooses the best next hop to forward the packets. Each 

node maintains its own forwarding set and updates its neighbors with the changes occurred via DIO (DODAG 

Information Object) messages.  

With this updated information, each node continuously updates its neighbor’s priorities so as to construct the new 

forwarding set. Channel-Aware Routing Protocol(CARP)-CARP refers to Channel-Aware Routing Protocol. It is a 

distributed routing protocol that is designed for underwater communications and can be used because of its 

lightweight packets. It also studies the link quality, which is computed depending upon old data transmissions 

(successful) that are collected from neighbouring sensors, to select  

 

4. PERCEPTION LAYER 

Attacks on Perception layer: The collected information 

from the sensor devices may be highly sensitive in nature, 

as these nodes are deployed in inaccessible and hostile 

area in which attackers can physically captured and later 

destroy the information. Moreover, the attacker may be of 

hardware or software that significant damages the 

networks. Therefore security in such networks is crucial 

concern and poses severe challenges. Some of the attacks 

in this layer is shown in figure 2. Each of the attacks and 

its count measure are discussed below. Finally summary 

of attacks and its countermeasures in depicted in table. 

 
Figure 2: Attacks on Layers 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This paper reviews various security attacks and its countermeasures in the three tiers of IoT. Initially, we  

presented overview of each tier of IoT with application and challenges. Next, we discussed the various attacks and 

countermeasures of each tier. Finally, we analysed the network routing attacks, which are more powerful attacks 

that can degrade the performance of the IoT. 
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